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under the ﬁnite deformation can be derived from the physical variational principle. In the physical var-
iational principle the variations of the electric potential and magnetic potential are divided into local
variations and migratory variations. From the virtual change of the sum of the electromagnetic energy
and the couple energy produced by the migratory variation we can get the electromagnetic force and
in this case the virtual variation of the volume should be considered. It is also found that the Maxwell
stress is directly related to the strain in a material with piezoelectric or piezomagnetic behavior for
the ﬁnite deformation case. The thin plate theory in ﬁrst order is derived from the general theory in this
paper and the Maxwell stress is naturally included in the governing equations.
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction where d is the variation sign,U is the internal energy per volume,WThe electro-magneto-elastic analyses in elastic electromagnetic
media under the quasi-static electric and magnetic ﬁelds are very
important due to its extensive applications in the engineering struc-
tures. In the previous literatures various theories were presented.
Landau and Lifshitz (1960) and Stratton (1941) gave the derivation
of theMaxwell stress in electroelasticmedia from the energy princi-
ple, but their formulaswere not very clear and did not give an entire
variational principle. Moon (1984) systematically discussed the
magnetoelastic problem. Many important fundamental theories
and formulas for the electro-magneto-elastic dynamics in ﬁnite
deformation were established by Maugin (1988), Eringen and
Maugin (1989), Pao (1978) and others. Some differences between
these theories, especially in the electromagnetic force, were dis-
cussed in Kuang (2008a), Kuang (2008b), Kuang (2009a) Jiang and
Kuang (2004), Jiang and Kuang (2006), Zhou and Zheng (1997) and
others. Some variational principles of electroelastic and magneto-
elastic materials were discussed by Toupin (1956), Bustamante
et al. (2008), etc. In our papers (2008a,2008b,2009a,2009b) we
showed that together with the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics, the
known facts show that the following physical variational principle
is also held.When variations of variables in the following variational
formula are independent each other we haveZ
V
dUdV ¼ dW þ dQ ; or
Z
V
dUdV  dW  dQ ¼ 0 ð1Þll rights reserved.is the work done by the external force and electromagnetic ﬁeld, Q
is the heat supplied by the external heat source. In generalW and Q
are not the state functions, so they are expressed in differential
forms under volume integrals. In this paper we only discuss the iso-
thermal reversible case with dQ ¼ 0; dT ¼ 0. The physical varia-
tional principle with using the electromagnetic Gibbs free energy
may be the most important one which will be discussed in this pa-
per. Let g be the electromagnetic Gibbs free energy per volume:
dg  dw  dQ ¼ 0; g ¼ U Ts EiDi  BiHi ð2Þ
where w is the sum of the work of the external force on the med-
ium and the complementary work of the medium on the electro-
magnetic ﬁeld. T and s are the temperature and the entropy per
volume respectively, E; D; H; B are the electric ﬁeld strength, elec-
tric displacement, magnetic ﬁeld strength and magnetic induction
density respectively. Under the quasi-static or static electric and
magnetic ﬁelds we have
E ¼ ru; H ¼ rw ð3Þ
where u is the electric potential and w is the magnetic scalar
potential.
In this paper we discuss the physical variational principle and
Maxwell stress in electro-magneto-elastic analysis under ﬁnite
deformation. Inourpreviouspapers (2008b,2009a)weassumedthat
theﬁnite strain is still not too large, sowecanneglect the inﬂuenceof
strains on the Maxwell stress. But when the ﬁnite strains cannot be
neglected,we shall show that theMaxwell stress is related to strains
when the initial conﬁguration is taken as a reference conﬁguration.
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ple (Kuang, 2008b) in amore exact form. It is shown that in thephys-
ical variational principle the variations of the electric potential and
magnetic potential are divided into local variations and migratory
variations. The local variations of u and w are induced by changes
of u and w themselves. The migratory variations of u and w are in-
duced by changes of u and w due to virtual displacements. From
the virtual change of the sum of the electromagnetic energy and
the couple energy produced by the migratory variation we can get
the electromagnetic force by the conservation law of the energy
and in this case the virtual variation of the volume should be consid-
ered. Using the physical variational principle we can simply derive
the governing equations of electro-magneto-elastic analysis and
the Maxwell stress is obtained naturally.
The thin plate theory in ﬁrst order which is somewhat ambigu-
ous (Zhou and Zheng, 1997) in literatures is derived from the gen-
eral theory under the small deformation. This theory is fully
reasonable and the Maxwell stress is also naturally included in
the governing equation.
2. The electromagnetic Gibbs free energy in the initial
conﬁguration
2.1. Some fundamental formulas in ﬁnite deformation
Fundamental formulas in ﬁnite deformation can be found in
many books (Kuang, 2002; Ogden, 1984). Here we give some fun-
damental formulas for use in this paper. In this paper, notations
q; qe; u; r; e; D; E; B; H and u; w will denote the density, elec-
tric charge density, displacement, stress, strain, electric displace-
ment, electric ﬁeld, magnetic induction, magnetic ﬁeld and
electric potential, magnetic scalar potential respectively in the cur-
rent conﬁguration. The physical quantities in the initial conﬁgura-
tion are expressed by an upper bar ‘–’ on the corresponding
physical quantities, such as q; qe; u; r; e; D; E; B; H and u; w,
where r and e are the second kind of the Piola–Kirchhoff stress
and Green strain, respectively. The coordinate and the subscripts
in the current conﬁguration are denoted by small letters, such as
xi, while the coordinate and the subscripts in the initial conﬁgura-
tion are denoted by capital letters, such as XI; rIJ . It should be
noted that the differentiation with the capital or small letter sub-
script is different, such as xi;J ¼ @xi=@XJ , ui;J ¼ ui;mxm;J , etc. Because
in this paper the same coordinate system in the current and initial
conﬁgurations is taken, we also have XI ¼ Xi; rIJ ¼ rij, etc. when
there is no differential symbol. The transformation relations of
the mechanical variables in the current and initial conﬁgurations
are
qe ¼ jqe; q ¼ jq; dV ¼ jdV ; f K ¼ jfk; U ¼ jU; g ¼ jg;
j ¼ jxi;Jj
rIJ ¼ jXI;mXJ;nrmn; nK da ¼ Jxi;Knida; rda ¼ rda; J ¼ j1
TKlnK da ¼ Tklnk da; Tk ¼ jXJ;nnJnnTk; Ti ¼ Jxl;KnlNKTi
xi ¼ XI þ ui; xi;JXJ;l ¼ dileIJ ¼ ðxk;Ixk;J  dIJÞ=2; deIJ ¼ xk;Iduk;J
ð4Þ
The variational principle in elasticity under ﬁnite deformation is
dP ¼
Z
V
dgdV  dW ¼ 0;
dW ¼
Z
V
ðf k  q€ukÞduk dV þ
Z
ar
Tkduk da ð5Þ
The quantity du is the vector variation of u. It is emphasized that Eq.
(5) is a local variational principle, i.e. all the displacement variables
can be varied independently. It means that the momentum equa-
tion is obtained from the local variational principle.The electric displacement DI and the magnetic induction BI are
deﬁned by the principle that the electric charge and ‘‘magnetic
charge (=0)” do not change with deformation in a closed surface
consisting of the same material points, and the electric ﬁeld EI
and HI are deﬁned by the derivative ofu and wwith xI , respectively
(Eringen and Maugin, 1989; Kuang, 2002). So we haveI
a
DI;I da ¼
I
a
Di;i da; DI ¼ jXI;mDm; Dm ¼ Jxm;IDI
BI ¼ jXI;mBm; Bm ¼ Jxm;IBI; r da ¼ rda
EI ¼ u;I ¼ u;mxm;I ¼ xm;IEm; Em ¼ XI;mEI
HI ¼ w;I ¼ xm;IEm; Hm ¼ XI;mHI
ð6Þ
From Eq. (6) it is known that EI;J ¼ EJ;I ¼ u;IJ and HI;J ¼ HJ;I ¼ w;IJ .
2.2. The electromagnetic Gibbs free energy in the initial conﬁguration
Since the isothermal electromagnetic Gibbs free energy must be
invariant in a rigid body rotation, the g for materials with symmet-
ric material coefﬁcients shown in Eq. (7) in the ﬁnite deformation
problem should be in the following form
g ¼ ð1=2ÞCIJKLeJIeLK  ð1=2ÞKLEKEL  eeKIJEKeIJ  ð1=2ÞleIJKLEIEJeLK
 ð1=2ÞlKLHKHL  emKIJHKeIJ  ð1=2ÞlmIJKLHIHJeLK þ   
CIJKL ¼ CJIKL ¼ CIJLK ¼ CKLIJ; KL ¼ LK ;
eeKIJ ¼ eeKJI; lKL ¼ lLK ;
emKIJ ¼ emKJI; leIJKL ¼ leJIKL ¼ leIJLK ¼ leKLIJ; lmIJKL ¼ lmJIKL ¼ lmIJLK ¼ lmKLIJ
ð7Þ
where CIJKL; KL; eKIJ ; leIJKL; lKL; emKIJ ; lmIJKL are the material coefﬁ-
cients. It is noted that coefﬁcients with a upper bar ‘‘–” in the initial
conﬁguration are different with coefﬁcients without bar in the cur-
rent conﬁguration, but there are relations between them. From the
thermodynamic theory, the constitutive equations are
rKL ¼ @g=@eLK ¼ CIJKLeIJ  eeJKLEJ
 ð1=2ÞleIJKLEIEJ  emJKLHJ  ð1=2ÞlmIJKLHIHJ
DK ¼ @g=@EK ¼ ~eKLEL þ eeKIJeIJ; ~eKL ¼ KL þleIJKLeJI
BK ¼ @g=@HK ¼ ~mKLHL þ emKIJeIJ ; ~mKL ¼ lKL þlmIJKLeJI
ð8Þ
Using Eq. (8), Eq. (7) is reduced to
g ¼ ð1=2ÞCIJKLeJIeLK þ gem; gem ¼ ð1=2ÞðDKEK þ BKHK þ CKLeLKÞ
CKL ¼ eeMKLEM þ emMKLHM ¼ eeMKLu;M  emMKLw;M
ð9Þ
In g the term ð1=2ÞCIJKLeJIeLK is the mechanical deformation energy,
ð1=2ÞðDKEK þ BKHKÞ is the electromagnetic energy, CKL0eLK is the
mechanical and electromagnetic coupling energy, gem is the sum
of the electromagnetic energy and coupling energy. For the small
deformation case CKLeLK can be neglected, so the coupling energy
can also be neglected.
3. Variational principle under ﬁnite deformation
3.1. Standard variational principle under ﬁnite deformation
The key and difﬁcult point of the physical variational principle
in nonlinear electro-magneto-elastic media is that the virtual dis-
placement can produce the variation of electric potential and the
magnetic scalar potential. In the following sections we shall call
the variations duu; duw; duE; duH the migratory variations of
u; w; E; H produced by the virtual displacement vector du. So
the variation of the virtual electric potential u is divided into local
variation duu due to the variation of u itself and migratory varia-
tion duu due to the variation of u. Similarly for w; E; H. So we have
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dHi ¼ dwHi þ duHi
duu ¼ u;pdup ¼ Epdup ¼ ELXL;pdup; duw ¼ w;pdup ¼ HLXL;pdup
duEI ¼ du u;I
 
¼ u;Ipdup ¼ Ep;Idup ¼ EI;pdup ¼ EI;LXL;pdup
¼ EL;IXL;pdup
duHI ¼ Hp;Idup ¼ HI;pdup ¼ HL;IXL;pdup
ð10Þ
The variational principle in electro-magneto-elastic media is
somewhat different with that in elastic media, because in the elec-
tro-magneto-elastic variational principle migratory variations of
electric potential and magnetic potential should be considered.
Themigratoryvariations of electric potential andmagnetic potential
are related to the electromagnetic force. From the energy conserva-
tive principle the variation of the electromagnetic energy and the
coupling energy produced by the migratory variations is equal to
the work done by the effective electromagnetic force. Considering
these reasons the standard variational principle under ﬁnite defor-
mation for electro-magneto-elastic media can be expressed in the
following form.
Let the displacement vector u, the electric potential u and the
magnetic potential w satisfy their boundary conditions on their
own boundaries au; au; aw, and the continuity conditions on their
interface aint (Fig. 1). The standard electromagnetic Gibbs free en-
ergy variational principle under ﬁnite deformation can be ex-
pressed as
dP ¼ dP1 þ dP2  dWint ¼ 0
dP1 ¼
Z
V
dgdV þ
Z
V
gemdui;idV  dW
dP2 ¼
Z
Venv
dgenv dV þ
Z
Venv
genvemduenvi;i dV  dWenv
dW ¼
Z
V
ðf k  q€ukÞduk dV 
Z
V
qedudV þ
Z
ar
Tkduk da

Z
aq
rdudaþ
Z
aenvl
BI nIdwda
dWenv ¼
Z
Venv
ðf envk  q€uenvk Þduenvk dV 
Z
Venv
qenve du
env dV
þ
Z
aenvr
Tenvk du
env
k da
Z
aenvq
renvduenv da
þ
Z
aenvl
BenvI nIdw
env da
dWint ¼
Z
aint
Tintk duk da
Z
aint
rintdudaþ
Z
aintl
BintI nIdw
env da
ð11Þ
where Tk; r; BI ; Tenvk ; renv; BenvI ; Tintk ; rint; BintI are the given
values on the corresponding surfaces. In Eq. (11) we useEnvironment
Environment
Electromagnetic
medium
InterfaceBoundary of environment
Boundary of medium
Fig. 1. Electromagnetic medium and its environment.R
V dgdV þ
R
V
gemdui;i dV instead of d
R
V gdV in previous paper
(Kuang, 2008b) in order to be appropriate for large ﬁnite strains.
Using Eq. (10) and duk;k ¼ duk;JXJ;k, we haveZ
V
dgdV þ
Z
V
gemduk;k dV ¼
Z
V
dgdV þ
Z
V
gemduk;k dV
¼
Z
V
rIJdeIJ dV 
Z
V
DIdEI dV 
Z
V
BIdHI dV

Z
V
ð1=2Þ DkEk þ BkHk þ CKLeLK
 
duk;k dV
¼
Z
a
rIJxk;I  ð1=2Þ DKEK þ BKHK þ CKLeLK
 
XJ;k
 
nJduk da

Z
V
rIJxk;I  ð1=2Þ DKEK þ BKHK þ CKLeLK
 
XJ;k
 
;Jduk dV
þ
Z
a
DInIduuda
Z
V
DI;IduudV 
Z
V
DIEL;IXL;pdup dV
þ
Z
a
BInIdwwda
Z
V
BI;IdwwdV 
Z
V
BIHL;IXL;pdup dV
ð12Þ
Therefore dP1 in Eq. (11) is reduced to
dP1 ¼ dP01 þ dP001
dP01 ¼
Z
ar
rIJxk;InJ  Tk
 
duk daþ
Z
aint
rIJxk;InJduk da

Z
V
rIJxk;I
 
;J þ f k  q€uk
n o
duk dV 
Z
V
DI;I  qe
 
duudV
þ
Z
aq
DInI þ r
 
duudaþ
Z
aint
DInIduuda
Z
V
BI;IdwwdV
þ
Z
al
BI  BI
 
nIdwwdaþ
Z
aint
BInIdwwda
dP001 ¼ ð1=2Þ
Z
ar
DNu;N þ BNw;N þ CKLeLK
h i
XJ;knJduk da
þ ð1=2Þ
Z
aint
DNu;N þ BNw;N þ CKLeLK
h i
XJ;knJduk da
 ð1=2Þ
Z
V
DNu;N þ BNw;N þ CKLeLK
h i
XJ;k
n o
;J
duk dV

Z
V
DIEL;IXL;pdup dV 
Z
V
qeEpdup dV 
Z
aq
rEpdup da

Z
V
BIHL;IXL;pdup dV þ
Z
aenvl
BI nIHpdup da
ð13Þ
where dP01 is the part of dP1 due to the local variations of u; u; w;
dP001 is the part of dP1 due to the migratory variations of u; w.
Substituting the following identity

Z
V
DIEL;IXL;pdup dV 
Z
V
qeEpdup dV 
Z
aq
rEpdup da

Z
V
BIHL;IXL;pdup dV þ
Z
al
BI nIHpdup da ¼ 
Z
aq
ðDInI þ rÞEpdup da

Z
aint
DInIEpdup daþ
Z
V
DIELXL;pdup;I dV þ
Z
V
ðDI;I  qeÞEpdup dV

Z
al
BI  BI
 
nIHpdup da
Z
aint
BInIHpdup daþ
Z
V
BIHLXL;pdup;I dV
þ
Z
V
BI;IHpdup dV ¼
Z
aq
ðDInI þ rÞduudaþ
Z
aint
DInIduuda
þ
Z
a
DIELXL;p
 
nIdupda
Z
V
DIELXL;p
 
;Idup dV 
Z
V
ðDI;I  qeÞduudV
þ
Z
al
BI  BI
 
nIduwdaþ
Z
aint
BInIduwdaþ
Z
a
BIHLXL;p
 
nIdup da

Z
V
BIHLXL;p
 
;Idup dV 
Z
V
BI;IduwdV ð14Þ
and the relation XL;pdupEL ¼ XL;pdupu;L ¼ dupu;p ¼ Epdup into dP001
in Eq. (13) we get
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Z
V
ðDI;I  qeÞduudV þ
Z
aq
ðDInI þ rÞduudaþ
Z
aint
DInIduuda

Z
V
BI;IduwdV þ
Z
al
BI  BI
 
nIduwdaþ
Z
aint
BInIduwda
þ
Z
ar
rMIL XL;knIduk daþ
Z
aint
rMIL XL;knIduk da
Z
V
rMIL XL;k
 
;IdukdV
rMIL ¼ DIEL þ BIHL  ð1=2Þ DNEN þ BNHN þ CMNeNM
 
dIL
ð15Þ
where rMIL is the ‘‘second kind” of the Maxwell stress in the initial
conﬁguration. From Eqs. (13) and (15) it is found that the terms be-
fore duu; duu and du ¼ duuþ duu are the same, and so for dww; duw
and dw. Substituting Eq. (15) into (13), after some manipulation we
get
dP1 ¼
Z
ar
ðSIjnI  Tj Þduj daþ
Z
aint
SIjnIduj da
Z
V
ðSIj;I þ f j  q€ujÞdujdV
þ
Z
aq
ðDInI þ rÞdudaþ
Z
aint
DInIduda
Z
V
ðDI;I  qeÞdudV
þ
Z
al
BInI  BI
 
nIdwdaþ
Z
aint
BInIdwda
Z
V
BI;IdwdV
ð16Þ
where SIj is the pseudo-total stress (Jiang and Kuang, 2004), which
is not the true stress in the dielectric and
SJk ¼ SJk þ XL;k rMJL ; SJk ¼ xk;I rIJ ð17Þ
It is well known that SJk ¼ xk;I rIJ is the ﬁrst kind of the Piola–Kirch-
hoff stress (Kuang, 2002; Ogden, 1984), so that we call XL;k rMJL the
‘‘ﬁrst kind” of the Maxwell stress in the initial conﬁguration. Due
to the arbitrariness of dui; du and dw, from Eq. (16) we get
SJk;J þ f k ¼ q€uk; DI;I ¼ qe; BI;I ¼ 0; in V
SJknJ ¼ Tk; on ar; DInI ¼ r; on aq; BI ¼ BI; on al
dP1 ¼
Z
aint
SIjnIdujdaþ
Z
aint
DInIdudaþ
Z
aint
BInIdwda
ð18Þ
For the environment we have the similar formula:
SenvIj;I þ f envj ¼ qenv€uenvj ; DenvI;I ¼ qenve ; BI;I ¼ 0; in Venv
SenvIj n
env
I ¼ Tenvj ; on aenvr ;DenvI nenvI ¼ renv; on aenvq ;
BenvI ¼ BenvI ; on aenvl
dP2 ¼
Z
aint
SenvIj n
env
I du
env
j daþ
Z
aint
DenvI n
env
I du
env da
þ
Z
aint
BenvI n
env
I dw
env da
SenvJk ¼ xk;I renvIJ þ XL;k renvMJL
ð19Þ
Using nI ¼ nenvI ; uI ¼ uenvI ; u ¼ uenv and dP1 þ dP2 ¼ dWint on
the interface, we get
ðSIj  SenvIj ÞnI ¼ Tintj ; ðDI  DenvI ÞnI ¼ rint;
ðBI  BenvI Þ ¼ BintI ; on aint ð20Þ
The above variational principle requests prior that the displace-
ments, the electric potentials and the magnetic potentials satisfy
their own boundary conditions and the continuity conditions on
the interface, so the following equations should also be added to
governing equations
ui ¼ ui ; on au; u ¼ u; on au; w ¼ 0; on al
uenvi ¼ uenvi ; on aenvu ; uenv ¼ uenv ; on aenvu ; wenv ¼ 0;
on aenvl
ui ¼ uenvi ; u ¼ uenv ; w ¼ wenv ; on aint
ð21ÞEqs. (17)–(21) are the governing equations under the ﬁnite
deformation. It is noted that for the elastic material these for-
mulas are reduced to the usual elastic governing equations for
elasticity. When the deformation is not too large, then Eq. (11)
is reduced to the formulas in previous previous paper (Kuang,
2008b) due to that terms CKLeLK and CIJKLeJIeLK can be neglected
and d
R
V
gdV ¼ RV dgdV þ RV gemdui;i dV . If we use a general
expression g eIJ; EI;HI
 
instead of Eq. (7) we can discuss more
general cases.
3.2. Alternative forms of the standard variational principles
(1) First alternative forms of the standard variational principle
From Eqs. (17)–(21) it is found that if we use S instead of S,
Senv instead of Senv in the governing equations then the form
of governing equation system of the physical nonlinear elec-
tromagnetic materials is just the same as that in the physical
linear electromagnetic problem. Therefore we get a simpler
principle-the ﬁrst alternative form of the variational
principled bP ¼ d bP1 þ d bP2  dWint ¼ 0
d bP1 ¼ Z
V
dg^dV  dW; d bP2 ¼ Z
Venv
dg^env dV  dWenv
dg^ ¼ Sijdui;j þ Didu;i þ Bidw;i
dg^env ¼ Senvij duenvi;j þ Denvi duenv;i þ Benvi dwenv;i
ð22Þ
From the mathematical view the variations of du, du and dw
are all local variations or completely independent, i.e. the
migratory variations duu and duw produced by du are not
needed. dW; dWenv and dWint are still expressed by Eq.
(11). It is also noted that in the magneto-elastic analysis Bus-
tamante et al. (2008) used the analogous theory.(2) Second alternative forms of the standard variational principle
If we assume that the body electromagnetic force f emk and
surface electromagnetic force Temk in the media aref emk ¼ XL;k rMJL
 
;J
; Temk ¼ XL;k rMJL nJ ð23Þ
and the similar expressions for the environment. The second
alternative form of the variational principle is
d eP ¼ d eP1 þ d eP2  dWint ¼ 0
d eP1 ¼ Z
V
dgdV  dfW ; d eP2 ¼ Z
Venv
dgenv dV  dfWenv
dfW  ¼ Z
V
ðf k þ f emk  q€ukÞduk dV 
Z
V
qedudV
þ
Z
ar
ðTk  Temk Þduk da
Z
aq
rdudaþ
Z
aenvl
BI nIdwda
dWenv ¼
Z
Venv
ðf envk þ f envemk  q€uenvk Þduenvk dV

Z
Venv
qenve du
env dV þ
Z
aenvr
Tenvk  Tenvemk
 
duenvk da

Z
aenvq
renvduenv daþ
Z
aenvl
BenvI nIdw
env da
dWint ¼
Z
aint
Tintk þ Tenvemk  Temk
 
duk da
Z
aint
rintduda
þ
Z
aintl
BintI nIdw
env da
ð24Þ
From the mathematical view the variations of du, du and dw
are also completely independent, i.e. it is also not needed to
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Eq. (24) is the original local form of Eq. (1), where the electro-
magnetic force is the external force calculated by the energy
method prior. The governing equations got from this varia-
tional principle are
Sij;i þ ðf j þ f emj Þ ¼ q€uj; Di;i ¼ qe; Bi;i ¼ 0; in V
Sijnj ¼ Tj  Temj ; on ar; Dini ¼ r; on aq;
Bini ¼ Bi ni; on alSenvij;j þ f envi þ f envemj
 
¼ qenv€uenvi ;
Denvi;i ¼ qenve ; Benvi;i ¼ 0; in Venv
Senvij n
env
j ¼ Tenvi  Tenvemi
 
; on aenvr ;
Denvi n
env
i ¼ renv; on aenvq ; Benvi nenvi ¼ Benvi ni; on aenvl
Skl  Senvkl
 
nl ¼ Tintk þ Tenvemk  Temk ;
Dknk  Denvk nk ¼ rint; Bknk  Benvk nk ¼ Bintk nk; on aint
ð25Þ
Inmany literatures (Pao, 1978; Maugin, 1988; Moon, 1984) the
electromagnetic force vector is included in governingequations.
In their papers the electromagnetic force vector is derived from
othermethods differentwith the variational method and in dif-
ferent literatures f emj and T
em
j may be different.(3) Themedium fully surrounded by the air under small deformation
An important engineering problem is that themedium is fully
surrounded by the air and the external magnetic ﬁeld is
applied on the boundary of air and far away from themedium.
In air the mechanical stresses and mechanical energy
approach zero, so only the electromagnetic ﬁeld and electro-
magnetic energy should be considered. The analogous cases
studied also by Toupin (1956) in electro-elastic media,
Bustamante et al. (2008) in magneto-elastic media etc. When
there is no body force for the above case and under the small
deformation the physical variational formula (11) becomesdP ¼ dP1 þ dP2  dWint ¼ 0
dP1 ¼ d
Z
V
gdV  dW; dP2 ¼ d
Z
Venv
genv dV  dWenv
dW ¼ 
Z
V
q€ukduk dV 
Z
V
qedudV
dWenv ¼ 
Z
Venv
qenve du
env dV þ
Z
aenvq
Denvi nidu
env da
þ
Z
aenvl
Benvi nidw
envda
dWint ¼
Z
aintr
Tintk dukda
Z
aintq
rintduda
g ¼ ð1=2ÞCijkleijekl  ð1=2Þ2klEkEl  eekijEkeij  ð1=2ÞleijklEiEjekl
 ð1=2ÞlklHkHl  emkijHkeij  ð1=2ÞlmijklHiHjekl
genv ¼ ð1=2Þ2envkl Eenvk Eenvl  ð1=2Þlenvkl Henvk Henvl
ð26Þ
where the term Cklelk have been neglected due to the strains
are all small.3.3. The effective electromagnetic force on the medium by the
electromagnetic ﬁeld
Comparing Eqs. (11) and (24) we ﬁnd that the difference be-
tween them is that: In Eq. (11) we use the local variation and the
migratory variation simultaneously, however in Eq. (24) we only
use the local variation and the migratory variation is not appeared,
but the work duW
em done on the entire system by the electromag-
netic force is introduced:duW
em ¼
Z
V
f emk duk dV 
Z
ar
Temk duk daþ
Z
Venv
f envemk du
env
k dV

Z
aenvr
Tenvemk du
env
k daþ
Z
aint
Tenvemk  Temk
 
duk da ð27Þ
In Eq. (11) the part related to the migratory variations of electric
and magnetic ﬁelds isZ
V
g
;E  duEþ g;H  duH
 
dV þ
Z
V
gemduk;k dV þ
Z
V
qeduudV
þ
Z
aq
rduuda
Z
al
BI nIduwda
þ
Z
Venv
genv
;E
 duEenv þ genv;H  duHenv
 
dV
þ
Z
Venv
gemenvduenvi;i dV þ
Z
Venv
qenve duu
env dV
þ
Z
aenvq
renvduuenv da
Z
aenvl
BenvI nIduw
env da
þ
Z
aint
rintduuda
Z
aintl
BintI nIduw
env da ð28Þ
Through some manipulation Eq. (28) is reduced to Eq. (27) and
f emk and T
em
k are just the same as shown in Eq. (23) and the similar
expressions for the environment. From the above discussion it is
found that the effective or equivalent electromagnetic force ap-
plied on the medium can be obtained from the general energy
migratory variational principle:Z
V
f emk duk dV 
Z
a
Temk duk da ¼
Z
V
g
;E  duEþ g;H  duH
 
dV
þ
Z
V
gemduk;kdV
þ
Z
V
qeduudV þ
Z
aq
rduuda ð29Þ
where a ¼ ar þ aint . The similar expression is also valid for the envi-
ronment. Eq. (29) may also be a deﬁnition of the effective electro-
magnetic force. The effective electromagnetic force applied on the
interface is: Tenvemk  Temk ¼ XL;k renvMJL nenvJ  XL;k rMJL nJ .
3.4. A note of the physical variational principle
In our previous paper (2008b) the variational principle is
dP ¼ dP1 þ dP2  dWint ¼ 0
dP1 ¼ d
Z
V
gdV  dW ¼
Z
V
dgdV þ
Z
V
gdui;i dV  dW
¼
Z
V
dgdV þ
Z
V
gdui;i dV  dW
ðaÞ
and other terms are omitted. In the present paper the variational
principle is changed to
dP ¼ dP1 þ dP2  dWint ¼ 0
dP1 ¼
Z
V
dgdV þ
Z
V
gemdui;i dV  dW
ðbÞ
and other terms are omitted. g in Eqs. (a) and (b) is shown in Eq. (9).
If we use Eq. (a) we haveZ
V
dgdV þ
Z
V
gdui;i dV ¼
Z
V
dgdV þ
Z
V
gemdui;idV
þ ð1=2Þ
Z
V
CIJKLeJIeLKdui;idV ðcÞ
where
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Z
V
CIJKLeJIeLKdui;idV ¼ ð1=2Þ
Z
a
CIJKLeJIeLKnidui da
 ð1=2Þ
Z
V
CIJKLeJIeLK
 
;i
dui dV
and the electromagnetic force (Maxwell stress) becomes to
rMIL ¼DIELþBIHLð1=2Þ DNEN þBNHN þCMNeNM CJKMNeJKeMN
 
dIL
ðdÞ
So for the pure elastic situation the Maxwell stress is still equal to
rMIL ¼ ð1=2ÞCJKMNeJKeMNdIL and does not reduce to zero. So that when
Eq. (a) is used the physical variational principle cannot reduce to
the usual elastic variational principle under ﬁnite deformation. If
Eq. (b) (which is used in this paper) is used then in the pure elastic
situation the Maxwell stress is equal to zero, so that the physical
variational principle really reduces to the usual elastic variational
principle under ﬁnite deformation.
Comparing with author’s previous paper (2008b) the present
physical variational principle is right in all possible deformation
cases, so it is the exact and extended expression. In the present pa-
per it is emphasized that for elasticity the original physical varia-
tional principle is a local variational principle and local variations
would be used; but as an extension the effective electromagnetic
force related to the migratory variation is also used. Using the en-
ergy conservation law from the virtual change of the sum of the
electromagnetic energy and the couple energy produced by the
migratory variation we can get the effective electromagnetic force.
In this case the virtual variation of the volume should be consid-
ered because the energy conservation law is right for a virtual pro-
cess from u; u; w to uþ du; uþ du; wþ dw.
3.5. A note of the Maxwell stress
From Eq. (15) it is known that under the ﬁnite deformation the
Maxwell stress is related to the strain through CKLeLK in a material
with piezoelectric or piezomagnetic behavior when the initial con-
ﬁguration is taken as a reference conﬁguration. Because substan-
tially the electromagnetic force is related to the distance between
particles, the Maxwell stress relates to strains in ﬁnite deformation
naturally. For the small deformation case the term containing
Clkelk can be neglected, so in the second order of precision the Max-
well stress is identical for all deformable and rigid body.
Pao (1978) pointed out that the uniqueness of the Maxwell
stress is doubt, because fromMaxwell electro-magnetic ﬁeld equa-
tions different formulas of the Maxwell stress can be derived.
Maugin (1988) considered that ‘‘. . . in order to avoid a fully arbi-
trary choice in the electromagnetic contributions to these equa-
tions, basically the so-called ponderomotive force and couple,
and the corresponding rate of energy, we intend to arrive at sensi-
ble expressions for these contributions on the basis of a micro-
scopic model . . . the electron theory of Lorentz . . .”. Kankanala
and Triantafyllidis (2004) listed three different formulas of Max-
well stresses. Bustamante et al. (2008) considered that ‘‘. . . the
form of the Maxwell stress is dependent on which magnetic vari-
able is taken to be independent and on the associated stress ten-
sor.” From the derivation of formulas in this paper, perhaps we
can explain it in the following way: The electromagnetic Gibbs free
energy of a material model is different in different literatures.
Some theories did not consistent with the physical variational
principle. In some previous literatures the boundary conditions
did not considered. Authors usually directly discussed the rigid
body, so the practical change of the distance between particles
was not considered. If we discuss a deformable body (the rigid
body can be considered as its limit case) with the isothermal elec-
tromagnetic Gibbs free energy as shown in Eq. (7) in this paper,then we can get a unique Maxwell stress vector for a deﬁnite mate-
rial and under the ﬁnite deformation the Maxwell stress is related
to the strains of materials. It is also noted that the Gibbs free en-
ergy of materials with internal dissipation mechanism or with
body couple can not be expressed by Eq. (7), so the Maxwell stress
of these materials are related to the special behavior of materials
and is not studied here.4. The ﬁrst order theory of a thin elastic electromagnetic plate
surrounded by air
4.1. Fundamental assumptions
The thin electro-magneto-elastic plate with thickness 2h sur-
roundedbyair under small deformation is oftenused in engineering.
Herewe give a ﬁrst order theory of it as an application of the general
theory. Let the origin of the coordinate system and the axes x1; x2 are
located on themiddle plane of the plate and the axis x3 is downward
along the thickness direction as in the usual literatures. It is also as-
sumed that the plate bendsdownward. In theplate theory the role of
the coordinate x3 is different with x1 and x2 , so we discuss x3 sepa-
rately. As we know that the ﬁrst order theory of a plate does not ex-
actly satisfy the three dimensional elastic theory and the following
main approximate assumptions are accepted in this paper:
(1) As in the classical plate theory it is assumed that
ra3 ða ¼ 1;2Þ is one order less than rab, so part of the effect
or the strains produced by ra3 can be neglected, i.e. ea3  0.
r33 is fully neglected. In this section the subscript with
Greek letter is taken ð1;2Þ and the subscript with English let-
ter is takenð1;2;3Þ.
(2) As in the classical plate theory the Kirchhoff assumption is
adopted or it is assumed that the normal of the middle plane
before deformation is still the normal of the middle plane
after deformation (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger,
1959). Combing this assumption and ea3  0, we getuk ¼ u0k  x3u03;k; u0k ¼ u0kðx1; x2; tÞ; u0k;3 ¼ 0; ðk ¼ 1;2;3Þ
eab ¼ ð1=2Þ u0a;b þ u0b;a
 
 x3u03;ab; ea3 ¼ e33 ¼ 0
ð33Þ
where we use u0 as the displacement vector on the middle
surface, u is the displacement vector at any point in the plate.
From Eq. (33) it is known that the displacement u3 is all the
same along the thickness direction.(3) The electromagnetic ﬁeld obeys the three dimensional the-
ory and is not effected by the approximation of the displace-
ments. But in order to consistent with the classical plate
theory, the resultant electromagnetic forces introduced by
the migratory variation of the electromagnetic energy and
coupling energy are reduced to the middle plane s
(ds ¼ dx1dx2Þ or to the contour L of the middle plane.
4.2. Governing equations
When there is no body force in the medium surrounded by air
the physical variational principle under small deformation is ex-
pressed in Eq. (26). According to the assumption (3) the electro-
magnetic ﬁeld in the plate still obeys the three dimensional
theory as that in previous sections, so we need not to consider it.
But the electromagnetic force will be reduced to the middle plane
s and its contour L. Therefore in the following part of this section
we only discuss the mechanical motion equations and mechanical
boundary conditions. Applying assumptions (1) and (2) in Eq. (26),
we have
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V
rkldul;k dV ¼
Z
V
rkldu0l;k dV 
Z
V
rkld x3;ku03;l þ x3u03;lk
 
dV
¼
Z
V
rabdu0b;a dV 
Z
V
rabx3du03;ba dV ¼
Z
s
Z h
h
rab dx3du0a;b dx1 dx2

Z
s
Z h
h
rabx3 dx3du03;ab dx1 dx2
¼
Z
L
Nabnbdu0a dL
Z
s
Nab;bdu0a ds
Z
L
Mabnbdu03;a dL
þ
Z
L
Mab;anbdu03 dL
Z
s
Mab;badu03 dsZ
V
q€ukduk dV ¼
Z
V
q €u0k  x3€u03;k
 
d u0k  x3u03;k
 
dV 
Z
s
q^€u0kdu
0
k ds
ð34Þ
where
Nab ¼
Z h
h
rab dx3; Mab ¼
Z h
h
rabx3 dx3; q^ ¼
Z h
h
qdx3 ð35Þ
It is noted that n3 ¼ 1; na ¼ 0 on the middle planes, and n3 ¼ 0
on the lateral surface or on L. For the thin plate h ! 0 the electro-
magnetic forces on the interfaces between plate and air are:
Z
aint
rMipnidupdaþ
Z
aint
renvMip n
env
i dupda
¼
Z
L
Z h
h
rMap  renvMap
 
dx3nadup dL
þ
Z
s
rM3p
upper
lower
 renvM3p
upper
lower
 
n3dup ds
¼
Z
L
NMap  NenvMap
 
nadup dLþ
Z
s
pMi  penvMi
 
dui ds
¼
Z
L
NMap  NenvMap
 
nadu0p dL
Z
L
MMab MenvMab
 
nadu03;bdL
þ
Z
s
pMi  penvMi
 
du0i ds ð36Þ
where
rMip ¼ ðDiEp þ BiHpÞ  ð1=2ÞðDmEm þ BmHmÞdip
renvMip ¼ Denvi Eenva þ Benvi Henva
  ð1=2Þ Denvm Eenvm þ Benvm Henvm dip
NMap ¼
Z h
h
rMapdx3; M
M
ap ¼
Z h
h
rMapx3dx3; p
M
i ¼ rMi3
upper
lower
NenvMap ¼
Z h
h
renvMap dx3; M
envM
ap ¼
Z h
h
renvMap x3dx3; p
envM
i ¼ renvMi3
upper
lower
ð37Þ
where ½Aupperlower ¼ Aupper  Alower . The electromagnetic forces or the
Maxwell stress in the plate are:
Z
V
rMip;idup dV ¼
Z
V
rMia;idua dV þ
Z
V
rMi3;idu3 dV ð38aÞ
Because the plate is very thin we can assume that in the plate rMip is
not related withx3, or rMip ¼ rMip x1; x2ð Þ. So Eq. (38a) is reduced toZ
V
rMip;idup dV ¼
Z
s
Z h
h
rMap;a dx3dup ds
¼
Z
s
NMba;bdu
0
a ds
Z
s
MMba;bdu
0
3;a dsþ
Z
s
f Ma;adu
0
3 ds
ð38bÞ
where f Ma ¼
R h
h r
M
a3 dx3. On the interface the given surface traction
is:Z
aintr
Tintl dulda ¼
Z
s
pintl du
0
l dsþ
Z
Lr
Pintl du
0
l dL
Z
Lr
Mintl du
0
3;l dL
pintl ¼ Tintl
upper
lower
; ons; Pintl ¼
Z h
h
Tintl dx3; M
int
l ¼
Z h
h
Tintl x3dx3; on L
ð39Þ
From Eqs. (34)-(39) we can get the mechanical part of the varia-
tional formula, but a modiﬁcation should be carried out. According
to the approximate assumption from Eq. (33) we haveea3 ¼ 0. But
according to the equilibrium condition with the transverse force
Pint3 we have ra3 – 0. This contradiction is only solved by approxi-
mate method. From Eqs. (34)–(39) we can see that ra3 on the mid-
dle plane is approximately considered due to Pint3 , but on the free
boundary ra3 does not consider. So that a term
R
L Qanadu3 dL with
Qa ¼
R h
h ra3 dx3 on the (free) boundary we approximately add to
the variational formula, i.e. we have

Z
s
NabþNMab
 
;b
 q^€u0aþ penvMa pMa
 þpinta
	 

du0ads
þ
Z
L
NabNenvMab þNMab
 
nbPinta
h i
du0adL

Z
s
MabþMMab
 
;ba
þ f Ma;a q^€u03 pM3 penvM3
 þpint3
	 

du03ds
þ
Z
L
MabþMMabMenvMab
 
;a
nbþQbnbPint3 þ NMb3NenvMb3
 
nb
	 

du03dL

Z
L
Mabnbþ MMbaMenvMba
 
nbMinta
h i
du03;adL¼0
ð40Þ
From Eq. (40) the mechanical governing equations of the plane
problem are:
Nab þ NMab
 
;b
þ penvMa  pMa þ pinta ¼ q^€u0a; in s
Nab þ NMab  NenvMab
 
nb ¼ Pinta ; on Lr
ð41Þ
From Eq. (40) the mechanical governing ﬁeld equation for the bend-
ing problem is:
Mab þMMab
 
;ba
þ f Ma;a þ penvM3  pM3
 þ pint3 ¼ q^€u03; in s ð42Þ
Usually the term MMab;eb þ f Ma;a is small comparing with other terms
and can be neglected. The boundary conditions for the bending
problem will be discussed more detail. Let ðx1; x2Þ is coincide with
ðn; tÞ at a boundary point, where n and t denote the normal and tan-
gent on the boundary L, respectively. The terms related to the
boundary conditions in Eq. (40) areZ
L
Mab þMMab MenvMab
 
;a
nb þ Qbnb  Pint3 þ NMb3  NenvMb3
 
nb
	 

du03 dL

Z
L
Mabnb þ MMba MenvMba
 
nb Minta
h i
du03;a dL ¼ 0; a;b ¼ n; tð Þ
ð43Þ
It seems that there are three boundary conditions in Eq. (43), but
substantially there are two conditions in it. The usual three kinds
of boundary conditions in plate theory can be discussed as follows:
(1) Clamped side According to the prior condition on the bound-
ary given displacements of the variational principle it is
needed from Eq. (43) that du03 ¼ du03;a ¼ 0, or on the clamped
side we haveu03 ¼ u03 ;u03;n ¼ u03;n ð44aÞwhere u03;t ¼ u03;t is included in u03 ¼ u03 . Where u03 and u03;n are
given values.
(2) Hinged side For the hinged side from Eq. (43) we have
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 
¼ Mintn ð44bÞwhere Mn ¼ Mnn and u03;t ¼ u03;t is included in u03 ¼ u03 .
(3) Free side For the free side from Eq. (43) we getMnt þMMnt MenvMnt
 
;t
þ Qn þ NMn3  NenvMn3
 
¼ Pint3
Mn þ MMn MenvMn
 
¼ Mintn
ð44cÞIt is noted that the usual three boundary conditions in the clas-
sical plate theory are derived from Eqs. (44a), (44b), (44c) without
the Maxwell stress.5. Examples
In this section we discuss simple examples to explain the appli-
cation of the above theory.
5.1. Example 1: The force applied at the electrodes in a piezoelectric
plate
A piezoelectric plate is located between upper and lower elec-
trodes. Let axis x2 is perpendicular to the electrode plate. The elec-
tric ﬁeld E ¼ E2n ¼ i2E2 is uniform due to that electrode plates are
very large, where n ¼ i2 is the external normal of the upper surface
of the plate and along the positive direction of the axis x2. Let elec-
trodes are free to external force, but on the interface an interfacial
force T02 is applied. In this case, we have eij ¼ 0, when i – j. Here
the electrode plate is the environment of the electric medium. In-
side the electrode we have E ¼ 0, so Eenv2 ¼ 0; rMenv2J ¼ 0. According
to Eq. (20), the boundary condition is ðSIJ  SenvIJ ÞnI ¼ Tint2 ¼ T02.
Using Eqs. (15) and (17) the force per unit area on the upper elec-
trode plate is
rM22 ¼ D2E2  ð1=2Þ D2 þ ee2MNeNM
 
E2 ¼ ð1=2Þ D2  ee2MNeNM
 
E2
T2 ¼ SM22  T02 ¼ XII;2x2;II rM22  T02 ¼ rM22  T02
¼ ð1=2Þ D2  ee2MNeNM
 
E2  T02
ð45Þ
From Eq. (45) the electromagnetic force is related to the strain when
the initial conﬁguration is taken as a reference conﬁguration. For
the case of small deformation we have ee2MNeNM  0, so Eq. (45) is re-
duced to the usual formula in the electricity text book for dielectric.
The force on the lower plate is opposite to that on the upper plate.
5.2. Example 2: An inﬁnite ferromagnetic plate located in
homogeneous magnetic ﬁelds
The vibration or buckling of a plate located in a homogeneous
magnetic ﬁeld is an important problem in the fusion power reactor
engineering. Because there is no uniﬁed magnetic force formula in
previous papers to solve the magnetoelastic instability in trans-
verse magnetic ﬁeld (Moon and Pao, 1968; Pao and Yeh, 1973;
Hasanyan and Piliposyan, 2001) and the increase of natural fre-
quency in an in-plane magnetic ﬁeld in ferromagnetic plate (Takagi
et al., 1993; Zhou and Miya, 1998), Zhou and Zheng (1997) pro-
posed a special variational formula to solve it. However in the pres-
ent paper a more uniﬁed, simple and rational electromagnetic
force formula is given.
Let a ferromagnetic plate be located in a homogeneous mag-
netic ﬁeld. Let the axis x3 be perpendicular to the middle surface.
Let the mechanical force is zero on the plate, so the magnetic force
or the Maxwell stress is only the force acting on the plate. In the
following part only the bending problem is discussed. Accordingto Eq. (42) the governing equation of the bending problem of the
plate is
MMab;ab þ f Ma;a þ penvM3  pM3
 
; pMi ¼ rMi3
upper
lower
rMi3 ¼ ðBiH3 
1
2
BmHmdi3Þ;rMa3 ¼ BaH3;rM33 ¼ ð1=2ÞðB3H3 
1
2
BaHaÞ
ð46Þ
where Benvi ¼ l0Henvi (in the air), Bi ¼ ~lHi; ~l ¼ l0lr ¼ l0ð1þ vÞ, and
lr is the relative permeability,v is the magnetic susceptibility (in
the plate).
The continuous conditions on the interfaces in this case are
Henva ¼ Ha;Benv3 ¼ B3; or Henv3 ¼ ~l=l0
 
H3 ð47Þ
As pointed out in previous section the term MMab;ab þ f Ma;a can be ne-
glected, so the magnetic force acting on the plate along x3direction
is reduced to
penvM3  pM3 ¼ ð1=2Þ ðBenv3 Henv3  B3H3Þ  Benva Henva  BaHa
  upper
lower
¼ ð1=2Þ ð1 ~l=l0Þ~lH23  ~lHaHa  l0HaHa
 h iupper
lower
¼ ð1=2Þ l0lrvH23 þ l0vHaHa
h iupper
lower
ð48Þ
When the external magnetic ﬁeld is H ¼ Hi3 Eq. (48) is slightly
different with the formula of Eringen (1989) and identical with the
formula given by Zhou and Zheng (1997). When the external mag-
netic ﬁeld isH ¼ Hi1 Eq. (48) is identical to the formula of Zhou and
Miya (1998) in vale, but different with a sign. The reason may be
that in Zhou and Miya’s paper (1998) they only consider the vari-
ation of the magnetic energy by the volume change, and the terms
containing duu and duw did not considered. It is equivalent to con-
sider the migratory terms
R
V
gemdui;idV and
R
Venv
gemenvduenvi;i dV only
in Eq. (11). The external magnetic force given in above two special
cases can give the correct results in the vibration and buckling of a
plate located in a homogeneous magnetic ﬁeld (Zhou and Zheng,
1997).6. Conclusions
In this paper we give an exact and extension form of the phys-
ical variational principle under ﬁnite deformation. It is shown that
the original physical variational principle in elasticity is a local var-
iational principle. However from the energy conservative principle
the variations of the electromagnetic energy and coupling energy
produced by the migratory variations of u and w are equal to the
work done by the effective electromagnetic force. In the energy
conservative principle the virtual variation of the volume should
be considered. In this paper it is also shown that the Maxwell stress
is related to the ﬁnite strain for the media with piezoelectric or
piezomagnetic behavior when the initial conﬁguration is taken as
a reference conﬁguration. The thin plate theory including plane
problem and bending problem is naturally derived from the
general theory. The Maxwell stress is also naturally included in
governing equations of a plate. This thin plate theory is fully com-
plete for the nonlinear electro-magnetic media and the further
applications are expected.
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